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^Jn^many ways Master OA/is the most powerful, as It
is"tht1i:S8|iP^Pulai hlstorical tragedy Strindberg ever
wrote,	fe"2ttetr»*ieme
which permitted 01 axiTritef^j 7*^^ ^^^ If^g^nial
to his own' temperament. But to us it appeals
especially, for it stood out in the main sti-eat*i, in the
great movement of European ideas. ^trin^etgJg
portrait of the Swedish champion of the Reformation,
Olaus Petri, is seen in the perspective of a great
European work which had just then appeared in
Swedish translation. Buckle's History of Civilisation.
Against the spiritual background of this work
Strindberg unrolls a picture of the struggle of the
North for spiritual freedom, that freedom which was
to compel the Pope to " throw his keys into the sea,
and the Emperor to sheathe his sword ". But there
is something still more actual, more European, than
Buckle's Interpretation of history, In Master 0/0/1
Just in these years Strindberg had come under the
Influence of that pioneer of the Individualism of the
nineteenth century, the Danish thinker Soren Kierke-
gaard. In Strindberg's breast, two souls were
wrestling for supremacy, the two souls which Kierke-
gaard defined as the ethic and aesthetic personality;
and Master Olof Is a testimony to the intensity of the
struggle. Olof Is Kierkegaard's " aesthetic" self-
doubter, to whom is opposed the ruthless " ethic "
revolutionary, the printer Gert. That was a very real
conflict in the Europe of Its time. One of the titles
which Strindberg originally intended to give his
drama was Vadar sanning ? (What is truth ?). This is
Its ethical kernel: this it owes to Buckle. All useful
truths, he tells us, are transient: as soon as a man
imagines he has found the truth, it immediately becomes
an obstacle to his further development; or, as Lessing
had put it a century earlier, it is the search for truth
that matters, not the attainment of It. Strindberg's
Olof, the enthusiast and the visionary, sets out pre-
pared to sacrifice all, in his great fight for spiritual

